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3d transition impurities in wide-gap oxides may function as donor/acceptor defects to modify carrier concentrations, and as magnetic elements to induce collective magnetism. Previous first-principles calculations
have been crippled by the LDA error, where the occupation of the 3d-induced levels is incorrect due to
spurious charge spilling into the misrepresented host conduction band, and have only considered magnetism
and carrier doping separately. We employ a band-structure-corrected theory, and present simultaneously the
chemical trends for electronic properties, carrier doping, and magnetism along the series of 3d1 – 3d8 transitionmetal impurities in the representative wide-gap oxide hosts In2O3 and ZnO. We find that most 3d impurities in
In2O3 are amphoteric, whereas in ZnO, the early 3d’s 共Sc, Ti, and V兲 are shallow donors, and only the late 3d’s
共Co and Ni兲 have acceptor transitions. Long-range ferromagnetic interactions emerge due to partial filling of 3d
resonances inside the conduction band and, in general, require electron doping from additional sources.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.165202

PACS number共s兲: 75.50.⫺y, 85.75.⫺d

I. INTRODUCTION

The deep 3d levels in Si, III-V, and II-VI semiconductors
were reviewed already three decades ago 共see Refs. 1–4兲, as
was traditional interest in wide-gap oxides.5–8 This interest
has recently been rekindled9 because of three developments:
共i兲 advances in making and understanding dopable transparent conductors for photovolatics and flat-panel displays,9 共ii兲
the emergence of ferromagnetic 共FM兲 semiconductors for
spintronics,10–12 and 共iii兲 the potential of using doped oxides
as agents for photoelectrochemical water splitting.13,14 Here,
we focus on tuning such properties of wide-gap oxides, via
doping by 3d transition-metal elements.
3d impurities in semiconductors and oxides manifest interesting and diverse phenomenology. They often induce
deep gap levels1–4 that exist in multiple charged
configurations,4,15,16 thus having multiple 共donor/acceptor兲
transitions within the band gap. Considering dopable transparent conductors, intentional extrinsic defects, together with
intrinsic impurities, govern the conductivity and transparency of the host semiconductor. The ensuing Fermi level and
n-type, p-type, or nonconductive behavior are determined by
the thermodynamic interplay of all defects involved,17,18 and
the thermodynamic Fermi level in turn determines the electronic configuration of the transition-metal defect, related to
a nominal oxidation state.16 Considering spintronic applications, the different oxidation states of the 3d impurities correspond to different spin configurations, and if the defect has
a magnetic moment, it may give rise to collective magnetism. Despite this obvious link between electronic 共spin兲 configuration and the ensuing defect 共acceptor/donor兲 levels,16
this link remains poorly established.
A major reason for the missing quantitative description of
transition-metal impurity levels in wide-gap oxides is the
failure of conventional local-density calculations to correctly
predict these levels relative to the host band edges, due to the
dramatic underestimation of the conduction-band energies in,
e.g., ZnO or In2O3.19,20 We here remedy this problem by
employing simultaneously a band-gap correction via nonlo1098-0121/2009/79共16兲/165202共7兲

cal external potentials19 and on-site Coulomb energy
corrections21 for the transition-metal impurities.
To understand the coexistence of transparency, conductivity, and ferromagnetism, we calculate the spin configuration,
ensuing defect levels, and donor/acceptor transition energies
of a series of 3d transition element defects in both ZnO and
In2O3 host materials. We consider transition elements from
3d1 to 3d8, that is, Sc to Ni in ZnO, and Ti to Cu in In2O3.
Understanding the electronic spin configuration allows us to
evaluate the donor/acceptor transition energies and the magnetization of each defect. These donor/acceptor transition energies allow us to evaluate carrier densities, i.e., conductive
properties, and further calculation of 3d-3d magnetic coupling energies allows us to evaluate the possibilities for collective magnetism.
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Formation of 3d defect levels for Cr
substituting a host cation in 共a兲 In2O3 and 共b兲 ZnO. The Cr d orbital
splits into crystal-field levels with t and e representations, which
interact with dangling-bond states of the cation vacancy with the
same representation. Notice that due to the lower oxidation state of
Cr in ZnO than in In2O3, the Cr levels are higher in energy in ZnO.
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(a) In2O3:3d single-particle level configuration

(b) ZnO:3d single-particle level configuration
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Schematic diagram of single-particle levels 共spin configuration兲 for charge neutral 3d impurities in 共a兲 In2O3 and
共b兲 ZnO. We only show the “crystal-field resonances” 共CFRs兲 共see Fig. 1兲, except for the Fe in In2O3 共denoted by an asterisk兲, where both
majority-spin crystal-field resonances are below the valence-band minimum, and there is a dangling-bond hybrid 共DBH兲 level in the gap.
II. TERMINOLOGY

We describe the electronic structure obtained from
density-functional calculations in terms of “single-particle
levels,” formed by the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues. These
single-particle levels are then explained in terms of simple
band models 共Figs. 1 and 2兲, and are not to be confused with
donor/acceptor “transition levels” 共q / q⬘兲 共Fig. 3兲, which describe the threshold energy to convert the system from
“charge state” q to q⬘. Such a charge state q simply denotes
a specific occupancy of the aforementioned single-particle
Kohn-Sham levels, and 共q / q⬘兲 in essence describes the
transition of an electron from the valence continuum to a
defect level 共acceptor兲, or from a defect level to the conduction continuum of states 共donor兲. We make a clear distinction
between these different 共albeit related兲 quantities by calling
共q / q⬘兲 “transition energies,” and restricting “level” to the
Kohn-Sham single-particle levels.
III. METHODS

We calculate the electronic configurations of the 3d1 – 3d8
impurities Sc to Ni in ZnO and Ti to Cu in In2O3 by replacing one cation with the respective 3d element in a supercell
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of 72 and 80 host atoms for ZnO and In2O3, respectively.
The electronic structure is then calculated using the
projector-augmented wave method22 within a host bandstructure-corrected density functional.19 Using the selfconsistent band-structure correction, we avoid the spurious
charge spilling from occupied 3d impurity levels into unoccupied host crystal conduction states, as described in Refs.
19 and 20. In essence, the host band structure is corrected by
shifting the conduction band upward using a repulsive 共nonlocal兲 potential acting on the cation s states. To obtain overall
agreement with experimental and GW-calculated band structures, small attractive potentials VT,ᐉ are added on cation p
and anion s and p states, together with the on-site Coulomb
correction UT,d on d states for each atom type T. The potential parameters, summarized in Table I, are empirically
determined19,20 such as to fit multiple band-structure properties taken from experiment23,24 and GW calculations.25 For
the transition metal impurities, on-site Coulomb corrections
UT,d 共tabulated in Table II兲, determined such as to reproduce
the thermochemical stability of different oxide stoichiometries 共e.g., NiO vs Ni2O3; see Refs. 26 and 27兲, are applied
on the d states together with J = 1.0 eV. The present values
for U were obtained with the LDA⫹U formulation of Ref.
21共b兲. Supercell size effects have been treated as described in
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Donor and acceptor transition energies for 3d impurities in 共a兲 In2O3 and 共b兲 ZnO. Donor and acceptor transitions
are denoted by blue and red lines, respectively. The charge states q below and above the transition energy are denoted below and above the
line. The energies are given with respect to the host valence-band maximum.
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TABLE I. Potential parameters 共in eV兲 for host band-structure
correction.

TABLE II. On-site Coulomb corrections 共in eV兲 for the
transition-metal impurities.
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Refs. 28 and 29. In particular, we showed in Ref. 29 that
finite-size effects for charged defects are effectively eliminated when the 3rd order image charge interaction and potential alignment effects are taken into account simultaneously. Remarkably, the full 3rd order image charge
correction can be accurately approximated by a simple scaling factor for the 1st order 共screened兲 Madelung term.29 Here
we include also image charge terms for shallow states that
act similarly to a compensating background.29,30

IV. ELECTRONIC AND SPIN CONFIGURATIONS OF
SINGLE IMPURITIES

Before presenting the detailed results, we discuss the level
formation in terms of a simple energy-level model 共Fig. 1兲.
The defect levels can be understood to be the result of coupling between the levels of the host cation vacancy 共anion
dangling bonds兲 and the symmetry-adapted 3d orbitals of the
impurity. In In2O3 there are two inequivalent cation sites,
both of which can be approximated by the octahedral symmetry, and in ZnO the cation site is tetrahedral. The
symmetry-adapted 3d levels split into crystal-field levels
with e and t representations. In the octahedral symmetry of
the In2O3 cation site, the doubly degenerate e level interacts
with host dangling-bond states, and in the tetrahedral ZnO
cation site, the triply degenerate t level interacts with host
dangling-bond states, forming hybrid levels, as shown in Fig.
1 and discussed, e.g., in Ref. 16. Thus, for In2O3 : 3d, upon
cation substitution in the octahedral In site, two hybrid e
levels and one nonbonding t level are formed. For ZnO: 3d,
in the tetrahedral Zn site, two hybrid t levels and a nonbonding e level are formed. Notice that, even though the valence
and conduction bands of ZnO and In2O3 are close in
energy,31 the single-particle levels of Cr 共or any other particular transition element兲 are higher in energy in ZnO because of the lower nominal oxidation state.16
The numerically calculated single-particle electronic energy levels and their occupation for the band-structurecorrected calculation, as well as magnetic moments, are summarized in Fig. 2. Here, we show the nonbonding 3d level
and the crystal field resonance 共CFR兲. The dangling bond
hybrid 共DBH兲 is only shown for the special cases 共denoted
by an asterisk兲 when it lies inside the host band gap. The
general trends in single-particle energy levels can be understood from the model in Fig. 1, recalling that the 3d orbital
energies of the free atoms become deeper as the atomic number increases along the 3d row. For light 3d elements 共Ti and
V兲 the e共d兲 and t共d兲 energies are far above the anion dangling bonds, so the impurity interaction with the dangling
bond is weak. For heavier 3d elements, the 3d energies and

anion dangling bonds become closer, leading to stronger interaction, and a larger crystal-field splitting. In addition, due
to the lower oxidation state of the substitutional impurities in
ZnO, the 3d levels, in general, lie at higher energies in ZnO.
Table III summarizes the calculated spin configurations.
Along increasing atomic number, both ZnO: 3d and
In2O3 : 3d exhibit a crossover from high-spin state to lowspin state around cobalt; that is, the crystal-field splitting
exceeds the spin splitting. Co and Ni are the first low-spin
elements in In2O3 and ZnO, respectively. The crystal-field
resonance in most cases is an antibonding level that lies
above the host valence band. Only iron in In2O3 forms an
exception, exhibiting a dangling-bond hybrid inside the host
band gap. In such cases, the hole is generally bound at one
oxygen neighbor atom, which then assumes the nominal O共
−I兲 oxidation state. While, experimentally, this behavior is
well established for nontransition impurities, e.g., Al in SiO2
共Ref. 32兲 or Li in ZnO,33 density-functional calculations generally experience difficulties in correctly describing this hole
localization due to residual self-interaction within the O p
shell.34 After an additional correction for localized hole
states, such bound hole states tend to move deeper into the
gap.35
For both carrier concentration and magnetic properties, it
is important to take note of the position of the highest occupied 3d level 关cf. highest occupied molecular orbital
共HOMO兲兴 with respect to the host band edges. For In2O3,
this highest occupied level is always inside the host band
gap, whereas for ZnO, Sc and Ti have occupied levels above
the host conduction-band minimum 共CBM兲. Notice also that,
in general, all 3d defects that by simple electron counting
would have a partially filled e or t gap level undergo a JahnTeller distortion, splitting the partially filled levels into fully
occupied and empty levels 关not observed in previous selfinteraction-corrected coherent potential approximation
共CPA兲 calculations36兴.
Figure 2 also illustrates the type of errors that would have
resulted had we not fixed the correct relative energy positions of the host band edges and the 3d orbital energy.
We calculated the same single-particle configurations also
within the uncorrected generalized gradient approximation
共GGA–PBE兲 functional, which underestimates the host oxide
band gap by ⬃2 eV. We see that using an uncorrected functional leads to some of the electrons that should reside on
localized 3d gap levels to occupy lower-lying host conduction states instead. For example, the highest occupied Cr and
Co levels in ZnO spill their electrons to conduction states in
a GGA-PBE calculation, leading to a qualitatively incorrect
description of magnetic interactions.19 In terms of electronic
doping, standard local-density approximations 共LDAs兲 predict all 3d impurities to behave as shallow donors, which, as
shown in the following, is not the case. This type of error
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TABLE III. Electronic configurations corresponding to various “charge states” of transition-metal impurities in ZnO and In2O3. The transition energies 共q / q⬘兲 to change electronic configuration are given with
respect to the valence-band edge v in eV.

Ti
q = 2−
共− / 2−兲
q=−
共0 / −兲
q=0
共+ / 0兲
q=+
共2 + / +兲
q = 2+

q=−
共0 / −兲
q=0
共+ / 0兲
q=+
共2 + / +兲
q = 2+

V

Cr

t+1
2.70
t+0

t+3
3.36
t+2
1.61
t+1
0.49
t+0

t+3e+1
4.00
t+3
0.29
t+2
−0.20
t+1

Sc

Ti

V

e+1
3.59
e+0

e+2
3.56
e+1
2.05
e+0

e+2t+1
3.53
e+2t+0
0.64
e+1

In2O3
Mn

t+3e+2
2.04
t+3e+1
1.26
t+3e+0

We obtain the transition energies 共q⬘ / q兲 as the direct
evaluation via the total energies E共q兲 of the respective electronic configurations,
E共q⬘兲 − E共q兲
− Ev ,
q − q⬘

Mn

e+2t+2
2.38
e+2t+1
0.77
e+2t+0

V. DONOR AND ACCEPTOR TRANSITION
ENERGIES

共q/q⬘兲 =

t+3e+2t−1
0.79
t+3e+2
0.77
3 2
t +e + + h
−0.12
t+3e+2 + 2h

ZnO
Cr

underlying both LDA or GGA and +U corrected functionals
has caused significant confusion in the literature19,37,38 as to
the predicted magnetic behavior or conductivity. Here we
rectify this problem by first applying a correction 共see Sec.
III兲 to the host crystal, recovering physically correct bandedge positions.19,20 The 3d-level position is further corrected
by an on-site Coulomb +U term to account for the selfinteraction correction. This combined host correction together with 3d correction underlies all of our results below.

共1兲

where q by convention denotes an electronic configuration,
and Ev is the valence-band maximum. These transition energies for the 3d impurities in In2O3 and ZnO are given in Fig.
3 and Table II.
The general trend of the transition energies given in Fig. 3
emerges from the single-particle trends given in Fig. 2; that
is, acceptor transitions are ensued by unoccupied singleparticle levels, whereas occupied levels yield donor transitions. The acceptor transitions are somewhat higher in energy

Fe

e+2t+3
0.48
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6 2
t⫾
e⫾
3.35
6 1
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e+
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6
t⫾
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e+2t+3e−1
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e+2t+3e−0

e+2t+3e−2t−1
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e+2t+3e−2
0.31
e+2t+3e−1

4 3 2
e⫾
t +t −
3.40
4 3 1
e⫾
t +t −
0.67
4 3 0
e⫾
t +t −

than the unoccupied single-particle level that becomes occupied, and donor transitions lie at lower energies than the
occupied single-particle levels that donate their electron to
the conduction band. For high carrier concentrations we need
a shallow donor type defect like Sn in In2O3 and Al in ZnO.
The hallmark signature of shallow impurities is that their
localized impurity states do not occur inside the gap, but as
resonances inside the continuum of host states.39 Thus, when
such shallow donors are calculated in small supercells on the
order of 100 atoms, corresponding to high impurity concentrations on the order of 1%, the introduced electrons are shed
into the conduction band and raise the Fermi level above the
CBM, due to the Moss-Burstein effect. As a result, the donor
transition of shallow impurities is calculated inside the conduction band. While such band-filling effects can be corrected to deduce the transition level for the dilute doping
limit,28,29 both transparent conductors and ferromagnetic
semiconductors require the incorporation of 1% or more impurity atoms. Therefore, rather than eliminating these bandfilling effects, we here use the position of the calculated donor level inside the conduction band as an indicator for a
shallow donor level as is the case for Sc, Ti, and V in ZnO
关see Fig. 3共b兲兴.
Some transition-metal impurities have a resonant state
close above the CBM, which can lead to cause ferromagnetism when this state becomes occupied due to additional
electron doping.19,20 For example, the neutral CoZn共d7兲 impurity in ZnO does not possess an 共0 / −兲 acceptor transition
inside the gap; i.e., when additional electrons are introduced
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they first occupy the CBM rather than forming the charged
−
共d8兲 configuration. However, at very high levels of adCoZn
ditional doping 共e.g., by AlZn兲, when the ensuing MossBurstein shift raises the Fermi level toward the empty d resonance inside conduction band, a partial occupation of the
resonant Co state can be achieved.19,20 Such a behavior,
which is important for ferromagnetic wide-gap oxides 共see
below兲, is indicated when the 3d impurity has a 共0 / −兲 transition close above the CBM, as is the case for V and Cr in
In2O3 关see Fig. 3共a兲兴 and for Co and Ni in ZnO 关see Fig.
3共b兲兴.
In2O3 has the tendency to sustain more 3d donor/acceptor
transitions than ZnO. This evidences larger 3d-O hybridization, accompanied with a smaller Mott-Hubbard U for the
defect-host hybrid level.16 The donor/acceptor transitions ensue a change of nominal oxidation state 共reflected by a
change in crystal-field resonance occupancy, as discussed in
Ref. 16兲 for all transitions, with the exception of the donor
transition induced by iron in In2O3. Here, the gap level that
becomes unoccupied in fact is a dangling-bond hybrid, so
before and after donor transition, the iron atom is nominally
in the t+3e+2 configuration, and in the Fe3+ oxidation state.
As a consequence of 共i兲 In2O3 sustaining more donor/
acceptor transitions and 共ii兲 the higher-energy single-particle
levels for 3d impurities on Zn共+II兲 sites than on In共+III兲
sites, most transitions in ZnO are donors, while in In2O3,
most 3d impurities are amphoteric. Indeed, most 3d impurities in In2O3 have an acceptor transition in the upper part of
the band gap 共or right above the conduction-band minimum兲,
which will act as a compensating center 共killer-defect17兲 in
the case of electron doping. Hence, due to the absence of
shallow donors and the presence of electron killers, for
In2O3, 3d doping will reduce carrier concentrations, as observed in experiment as an increase in resistivity of In2O3 共or
In2O3 : Sn兲 doped with Cr, Mn, Ni, and Cu.40,41 On the other
hand, experimentally doping of In2O3 by Ti leads to degenerate electron doping.42,43 In our calculation, Ti is indeed the
only 3d defect that does not behave as an electron killer
共acceptor兲, so it allows an electron concentration without
compensating for it. Our calculation of single defects, however, does not reveal the source of electrons, as the donor
level due to Ti is too deep 共CBM− 0.7 eV兲 to produce a high
concentration of electrons. Most likely the increase in freeelectron concentration in Ti-doped In2O3 samples is due to
one of the following scenarios: 共1兲 Ti forms some kind of
clusters or complexes with, e.g., O 共or intrinsic defects兲,
which may alter the defect levels, as recently shown to be the
case in cobalt-doped ZnO, where Co forms complexes with
oxygen vacancies38 共also, cf. cluster doping44兲; 共2兲 precipitation of TiO2; 共3兲 doping due to some unintentional defects;
or 共4兲 complex formation with some unintentional defects.
With unintentional defects in 共3兲 and 共4兲 we imply some
foreign defects attracted by the high electropositivity of Ti.
Due to the low oxidation state of the 3d impurities substituting on the Zn共+II兲 site, for ZnO, we predict Sc, Ti, and
V to be shallow donors. Because the donor transition
共+ / 0兲 for Sc, Ti, and V is essentially the same as that of Al,
also the carrier concentrations have the same dependence on
impurity concentration and growth environment 共see Ref.
18兲. Indeed there are several experimental observations of

metalliclike electron conductivity induced by Ti doping of
ZnO.45–49 All the heavier 3d impurities, like in In2O3, act as
killer-defects and will reduce free-electron concentrations, as
has been experimentally observed for, e.g., Mn 共Ref. 50兲
doping of ZnO.
VI. MAGNETISM

Figure 2 describes the magnetic state of isolated 3d impurities. The knowledge of spin polarization of isolated impurities only indicates whether or not one can expect a paramagnetic response. For magnetization to persist in the
absence of an external field, the 3d-3d impurity pairs must
exhibit nonvanishing exchange interactions of sufficiently
long range R ⬎ R0, where R0 is the typical 3d-3d distance;
i.e., the magnetic interaction forms a percolation path. Typically, ferromagnetic exchange interactions can only be expected for a single-particle configuration with partially filled
levels,51 unless there is an extraordinarily strong 3d-3d bonding interaction.52 Neither the charge neutral nor any of the
multiple charged configurations of the 3d impurities in either
host material have partially filled levels because of JahnTeller distortions, so partial occupancy of gap levels is unlikely to drive ferromagnetism. Instead, we have previously
shown that even nondegenerate levels can be partially filled
if they are resonant inside the conduction band.19,20 Such
states, even when strongly localized, are part of a continuum
of states, and thus also their occupation number can be varied continuously.
For example, CoZn in ZnO introduces a t resonance about
0.5 eV above the CBM, and strong ferromagnetic Co-Co
coupling occurs when this resonance becomes partially occupied upon additional electron doping.19 However, due to
the large energy separation between the Co t resonance and
the CBM, there exists a threshold for the minimum electron
concentration needed to instigate ferromagnetism: whereas a
level of 1% doping, e.g., by AlZn, does not lead to significant
magnetic Co-Co coupling, a higher doping level of 3%
causes very strong FM interaction between close Co-Co
pairs and still significant coupling for more distant pairs.19
While such high levels of electron concentration may be not
realistic 关the doping limit lies at 1% 共Ref. 9兲兴, it was recently
shown by Pemmaraju et al.38 that the formation of a defect
pair consisting of CoZn and a O vacancy lowers the energy of
the Co t resonance, and thereby allows for FM coupling at
lower electron concentrations. In Ref. 19, we found that Cr
has an empty d resonance at only 0.2 eV above the CBM,
leading to strong and long-range FM coupling already at the
lower doping level of 1%. Thus Cr may not need the FM
enhancing mechanism of pairing with O vacancies.
We further calculate the pairwise 3d-3d magnetic stabilization energies ⌬FM = EFM − EAF from the total energies of
ferromagnetic 共EFM兲 and antiferromagnetic 共EAF兲 configurations. Besides the above discussed cases of Cr in In2O3 and
ZnO and Co in ZnO, we consider Ti and Mn In2O3 in the
absence of external carriers. Due to the lack of partially filled
resonances, we only find weak-coupling energies 共⌬FM ⬎
−15 meV兲 with the exception of a Mn-Mn nearest-neighbor
pair. For this Mn-Mn pair, we find ⌬FM ⬃ −0.43 eV, which
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appears to be of the same type as the strong short-range
interaction observed for Co-Co pairs in Cu2O due to the
formation of multiple direct 3d-3d chemical bonds.52 This
leads to the conclusion that, in general, partial occupancy is
a prerequisite for ferromagnetic interactions,20,51 unless direct chemical interactions overpower crystal-field or JahnTeller effects. Thus, long-range percolating ferromagnetic interactions can only be expected under extreme doping
conditions, where the 3d levels inside the conductance continuum of states become populated. Apart from extrinsic do-
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